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SECTION - I

Allthelirst l0questions are compulsory. They carry l markeach.

1 . Detine the linear transformation reflection.

2. ll T(x) = Ax is a linear translormation lrom R2 to R3, what is the order of A ?

3. Deiine matrix representation of a linear transformation.

4. Find the work done by the conservative field F = V(xyz) along a smooth curve
joining the points (- 1, 3, 9) and (1, 6, - 4).

5. Define potential function,

6. Write the condition Ior F = Mi -Nj + Pkto be conservative.

7. Deline argument of a complex number.

8. ls complex conjugate ditferentiable ?

9. Write Cauchy-Riemann equations for analytic Iunctions.

10. Find J": cos zdz.
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Answer any 8 questioni from among the questions 1 1 to 22. These questions carry
2 marks each.

11. Determine whether the transformation T : R2 + R1 defined by T[a b] = ab is
linear or not.

-2-

SECTION - II

lf T : R2 -+ R2 is a linear translormation which salisfies T[1 1] = [5 6] and
Th -11 = t7 81. Find T[a bj, for any two real numbers a and b.

- . I a+b I
Determine whetherthe linear translormation Tl3l= I a-O ] is one-to-one.

tbJ lza+so]

12.

13.

| 14. Find unit norma! to the surface x2y + 2xz = 4 at the point (2, - 2, 3).

15. Findthefluxof F = (y-x)i +yj across the circle x2 +yz = 1 in the xy-plane.

16. Test whether F = (z +y)i + zj + (y + x)k is conservative or not.

17. Show that an analytic function is constant if its modulus is constant.

18 lf l(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) is analytic in a domain D, then prove that u and v
satislies Laplace's equation.

19. Find all points where w = z2 - ], is not conformal.

20. Find an upper bound for lhe absolute value of the integral jc z'? dz, where C is the
slraight line from 0 to 1 + i.

2'1. State Cauchy's integral theorem. What is J"cos z dz , where C is any closed

path.

,2 _l
22. Evaluate [^ 

t 
-o dz. where C is anv closed path.'" 22-i

sEcTtoN - lll

Answer any 6 questions from among the questions 23 to 31. These questions carry
4 marks each.

23. Find the both change of coordinate matrices,or the bases C = [t +'1, t -,] and
O={2t+1,3t+'l).

24. Prove that the image of a linear transformation is a subspace of the codomain.

Determine.the image of rhe matrix 
^ 

= [; _l :]
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25. Find the area of the cap cut from the hemisphere x2 + y2 + 22 = 2 by the cylinder
x2+Y2=1.

26. Find the llux of 5 = yzj + z2k outward through the surface S cut from the cylinder
y2 + zz = 1,2 2 0, bythe planes x = O and x = 1.

27. Show that ydx + xdy.+ 4dz is exact and evaluate the integral i(ydx+xdy+4dz)

from A(1, 1, 1) to B(2, 3, - 1).

28. Write a short note on logarithmic and hyperbolic ,u nctions in the complex plane

29. Find an analytic function f(z) =uaiv, wherev=2y(-1+x).

30. Evaluate [^ Loz where C is the circle I z | = 2, counterclockwise.," z

I 31. Evatuare 1" 
jf wnere C is lz -il = t,counterctockwise.

SECTION - IV

Answer any 2 questions from among the questions 32 to 35. These questions carry

1 5 markseach.

32. Find the matrix representation for the linear translorm",,r, Ti3] = [1l::??,] ,

33. a) Use divergence theorem to find the outward llux of the vector field F(x, y, z) = zk

across the sphere x2 + Y2 + z2 = a2.

b) Verify divergence theorem for the field F = xi + yj + zk over the sphere of

radius a.

34. Discuss the analyticity of exponential and trignometric lunctions.

35. lntegrate g\z) =;-tan z. counlerclockwise around the circre izl= !.
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Find the area ol the cap cut from the hemisphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 2 by the cylinder
x2+y2=1.

Find the tlux ot F = yzj + z2k outward through the surface S cul from the cylinder
y2+z2 =1,2 > O, bytheplanesx=Oandx= 1.

Show that ydx + xdy J 4dz is exact and evaluate the integral J (ydx + xdy + 4dz)

from A(1 , 1 , 1) to B(2. 3. - 1 ).

Write a short note on logarithmic and hyperbolic functions in the complex plane.

Find an analytic tunction f(z) = u + iv, where v= 2y(- 1 + x).

Evaluate (. a dz where C is the circle I z | = 2. counterclockwise.

Evaluate 1. -!1 where c is lz - il = 1. counterclockwise.
'" z' +1

34. Discuss the analyticity of exponential and trignometric tunctions.

1

35. lntegrate g(z) =;, _1i^n z, counterclockwise around the circle ]zl=

c - 3882

25.

28.

29.

30.

a1

27.

SECTION - IV

Answer any 2 questions from among the questions 32 to 35. These questions carry
15 marks each.

32. Find the matrix representation lor the linear translormr,,on , fal = | 
t ta + eb I

' [0.] 
- l-sa - so l,

33. a) Use divergence theorem to find the oulward flux of the vector field F(x, y, z) = zk
across the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = a2.

b) Verity divergence theorem lor the field F = xi + yj + zk over the sphere of
radius a.
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